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Tools: The Currency of Improved Quality
and Reduced Cost
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Abstract

For data science tools to mature and become integrated into routine clinical practice, they must add value to patient care by improving
quality without increasing cost, by reducing cost without changing quality, or by both reducing cost and improving quality. Artificial
intelligence (AI) algorithms have potential to augment data-driven quality improvement for radiologists. If AI tools are adopted with
population health goals in mind, the structure of value-based payment models will serve as a framework for reimbursement of AI that
does not exist in the fee-for-service system.
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INTRODUCTION
Two of the most anticipated disruptors in health care in
recent history are value-based care transformation and the
emergence of artificial intelligence (AI) tools. Certainly,
neither has sweepingly transformed health care to date.
Yet both innovations will undoubtedly continue to shape
the future of health care, and the intersection of the two
has implications for radiologists both in terms of payment
policy and data-driven quality improvement. For data
science tools to mature and become integrated into
routine clinical practice, they must add value to patient
care by improving quality without increasing cost, by
reducing cost without changing quality, or by both
reducing cost and improving quality. Increasing the effi-
ciency of radiologists is one example of value added by AI
tools; however, for the purposes of this article, we will
focus on the potential role of these tools specifically in the
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value-based payment structure of the Quality Payment
Program (QPP).
FEE FOR SERVICE
Although the development of new technology in health
care may be the first step in innovation, finding a way to
get paid for that technology is often the rate-limiting
step for market penetrance. In the fee-for-service sys-
tem, this process typically begins with the creation of a
Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code [1]. CPT
is a medical code set designed to describe medical,
surgical, and diagnostic procedures at a granular level
to enable tracking and reporting, most auspiciously
for billing purposes. Once a CPT code has been
created for a new technology or service, the code is
assigned a value in terms of relative value units by the
Relative Value Scale Update Committee. Relative
value units are assigned through a complex and
somewhat daunting process based on time-derived ac-
tivity-based cost [2]. Two components of the valuation
process are pertinent to this discussion: physician work
(in terms of time and intensity) and practice expense. A
detailed description of this process is beyond the scope
of this article, but it has been described in this journal
previously [3]. Some of the AI algorithms currently
under development or theorized involve little or no
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physician work; indeed, the goal of many of the early
tools is to increase the efficiency of radiologists by
decreasing the amount of work (in terms of time)
required by the physician. Early in the development
process, many algorithms may actually add work for
radiologists who now have to review the raw data and
the AI output to verify its accuracy before rendering
an interpretation. However, because of the nuances of
valuing new technology in the CPT and Relative
Value Scale Update Committee process, it is unlikely
that reimbursable codes would be created to reflect
this transient work increase, with the cost largely born
by industry and research entities.

Practice expense is a subset of reimbursement
designed to account for equipment and labor costs
associated with providing a particular service in an office
setting. This works well for concrete items such as CT
scanners, technologist time, and even ultrasound gel. It
works less well for other types of expenses such as add-
on software packages, which have diverse sets of appli-
cations and cannot be measured as easily in per unit
costs.

Physician work and practice expense are measured
for each CPT code based on services provided for the
most common, or typical, patient. In many cases, AI
algorithms would be developed specifically for atypical
patient populations. For example, an AI algorithm that
identifies and classifies multiple sclerosis lesions is
methodologically different than the base code for brain
MRI, which is valued for the typical patient without
multiple sclerosis. Creating individual CPT codes for
each individual AI algorithm developed for atypical
patients would be an impractical and thorny endeavor.
Even if CPT codes were developed for AI tools, the
valuation process would present additional obstacles.
Thus, in our current fee-for-service environment, it is
unlikely that AI tools would be reimbursed in the same
way as a head CT.
Fig 1. (A) The four performance categories of MIPS and their
weighting in 2019. Artificial intelligence tools have a potential
role in improving the cost and quality of care and optimizing
MIPS scores in each category. (B) The quality category has a
dominant impact on MIPS scores for most radiologists. MIPS
¼ Merit-Based Incentive Payment System.
VALUE-BASED PAYMENT MODELS
The passage of the Medicare Access and CHIP Reau-
thorization Act in 2015 [4] began a transition from
exclusive fee-for-service reimbursement to a series of
progressively more value-based payment paradigms in the
QPP. The QPP includes two pathways: a modified fee-
for-service payment program, the Merit-Based Incentive
Payment System (MIPS) and the more risk-based alter-
native payment models. Data science tools have an
emerging role in each of these pathways.
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MIPS
The MIPS scores eligible clinicians on a 100-point final
score scale designed to tie physician payments to per-
formance in four categories: quality, cost, promoting
interoperability, and improvement activities. Because
most radiologists qualify for special status exemptions
from promoting interoperability and many do not meet
the attribution threshold for measures in the cost cate-
gory, the quality category will account for the largest
percentage of a clinician’s final score (85% of most ra-
diologists’ final score for the 2019 performance year;
Fig. 1) [5].

Positive or negative adjustments to a clinician’s pay-
ments are based on the MIPS final score and applied to
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the Medicare payment for Part B claims for that clinician.
Because MIPS is a budget-neutral program, the losers
effectively pay the winners. The magnitude of the pay-
ment adjustments is defined by law and escalates from
�4% for the 2017 performance year, to �5% for the
2018 performance year, to �7% for the 2019 perfor-
mance year, and �9% for the 2020 performance year and
thereafter. The actual adjustment to a clinician’s income
occurs 2 years after the performance year. To preserve
budget neutrality, the actual dollar amount of positive or
negative payment adjustments is determined by a scaling
factor that is based on a performance threshold chosen on
the 100-point final score scale and set by CMS. Not only
is income at risk in this program, a clinician or group’s
reputation is also at risk in MIPS because scores in the
program are published publicly on the Physician
Compare website.

The four performance categories in MIPS are struc-
tured to advance the goals of value-based payment re-
form: improving quality without increasing cost, reducing
cost without changing quality, or reducing cost and
improving quality. Currently, the infrastructure to collect
and report data for quality measurement is antiquated
and costly. CMS has consistently favored reporting
mechanisms that utilize electronic data capture, as evi-
denced by policies awarding bonus points for reporting
quality measures using end-to-end electronic reporting
and restricting the use of claims-based reporting only to
those in small practices. Conceptually, AI tools should be
the bedrock of data-driven quality improvement because
they enable more precise and larger amounts of data to be
incorporated into benchmarks, ensuring higher reliability
of measures without the reporting burden of human labor
inputs. For example, AI tools could optimize performance
on MIPS measure 195 (stenosis measurement in carotid
imaging reports) by automating standardized measure-
ment and auto-populating results into radiology reports.
Measure 195 was developed to ensure that patients are
being measured according to evidence-based North
American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial
(NASCET) criteria and that surgery is appropriately
performed for asymptomatic carotid stenosis. By
improving performance on this measure, AI tools achieve
the primary goal of improving quality of care for these
patients, either at the same or reduced cost. The incentive
payments associated with higher performance in MIPS is
a secondary benefit to AI tools in this example.

MIPS measure 195 is on the low end of complexity
regarding the overall ease of automated extraction of the
necessary data elements for correct and complete
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reporting of the measure to CMS. The measure has very
few applicable CPT codes that are required to be reported
and virtually no denominator exclusions of patients who
would be considered outside of the measure objective. An
example of a far more difficult measure for automated
extraction would be MIPS measure 405, which is an ef-
ficiency measure aimed at reducing unnecessary follow-up
imaging on incidentally detected lesions in the liver,
kidneys, or adrenal glands. This measure specifies strict
size criteria applied to the incidental lesions above which
follow-up imaging may be indicated and below which
follow-up imaging may not be indicated. This size
determination requires the radiologist to dictate an actual
measurement into a final report for each of these lesions, a
task far more time-consuming than it sounds because
these incidental lesions are frequent and can be
numerous. This is the first layer of complexity when
trying to automate documentation and reporting of a
quality measure to CMS. The second, and arguably more
complex, layer arises when a measure has specific types of
patients for which the measure does not apply (so called
denominator exclusions). For measure 405, these
excluded patients include those with cancer that has
metastatic potential or immunocompromised patients
with fever. This information is significantly more difficult
to automatically extract and often is not included in the
radiologist’s report.

The barriers to automated extraction can be solved via
multiple pathways using AI tools. First, a tool that doc-
uments and measures all incidental lesions could ensure
that this information is available for extraction. Second, a
tool that extracts relevant denominator exclusions from
the patient’s electronic medical records would ensure
proper exclusions were accounted for before calculating
measure performance. An alternative approach would be
to require radiologists to document denominator exclu-
sions in their report; however, this would require a sig-
nificant education effort because radiologists would need
to know all exclusions for each measure they report.
Although this sounds unrealistic, it perhaps is not as
daunting if highly structured radiology reports are
employed including common data elements (CDEs) [6].
CDEs are discrete structured word descriptions of
common findings radiologist encounter during day-to-
day analysis of images. The CDE initiative is led by a
joint program between RSNA-ACR-American Society of
Neuroradiology (ASNR) and the RadElement.org website
offers a catalog of radiology CDEs [7]. If these CDEs
account for denominator exclusions, a radiologist could
pick the CDE that applies to the patient’s incidental
1359
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lesion, properly capturing the required elements for
complete reporting of a measure to CMS. Automation
of the necessary data for reporting of quality measures
would increase the compliance with these measures,
presumably translating to higher quality of care while
reducing the time and labor costs of obtaining the
necessary data for adequate reporting.

The success of value-based payments is inextricably
linked to the quality of measures that are used, balanced
with the burden of collecting these measures. For the full
value of data science tools to be realized in quality mea-
surement, they should be utilized to expand and enrich
the outcome measures available in a payment program or
model. For example, AI algorithms could improve
screening outcomes by increasing the predictability of
findings representing cancer and linking radiology find-
ings with pathology and genetics data. Such tools could
advance quality measures for recall rate, cancer detection
rate, and positive predictive value for biopsy applicable to
mammography, lung cancer screening, and CT colo-
nography screening. As the capabilities of AI evolve, new
quality measures can be built around these tools based on
the value they provide to patient-centered care and
improved outcomes.

To have value in the new health care payment para-
digm, any new AI algorithm must reduce cost with the
same or improved quality, or at least not increase cost
with improved quality. The cost category in MIPS will
account for 15% of the final score for the 2019 perfor-
mance year. Although some radiologists may not be
directly accountable for cost based on the attribution
methodology used in MIPS, the cost measures are
intentionally structured to encourage team-based
accountability for cost and resource use. This means
that every member of the care team must collaborate in
reducing waste and redundant services. AI tools hold
promise for adding value in this environment by
improving diagnostic accuracy and reducing unnecessary
examinations and procedures. AI tools focused on
radiomics have the potential to substantially reduce
variability of our recommendations, as well as revise
appropriateness criteria for recommending follow-up
imaging, allowing for far greater accountability toward
cost than most of the criteria currently contain. For
example, an AI algorithm that increases the likelihood of
malignancy for biopsies would reduce the number of
procedures performed on benign lesions. Likewise, im-
aging follow-up for incidental findings could be avoided if
the risk was low enough according to an AI-generated
compendium that includes feature analysis, genetic
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factors, coexisting imaging findings, and comparison to
enormous databases of similar abnormalities. AI tools that
scour the Health Information Exchange for any prior
studies that could answer the clinical question would
reduce redundant imaging. These cost savings will posi-
tively impact MIPS cost measures and can be a powerful
way for radiologists to demonstrate value in their hospi-
tals, health systems, and clinically integrated networks.
Analogous to the quality measure discussion, AI tools
have inherent primary value in reducing health care costs
and secondary benefits of optimizing incentive payments
in MIPS.
ALTERNATIVE PAYMENT MODELS
In addition to MIPS, the Medicare Access and CHIP
Reauthorization Act includes a second participation op-
tion, Alternative Payment Models (APMs), which
incorporate risk and are farther along the continuum in
the path from fee-for-service to value-based care. All of
the roles for AI tools in MIPS discussed previously are
relevant to APMs. The difference is that, instead of value
being quantified in discrete units at the measure or per-
formance category level, any tool that reduces cost or
improves the health of a population is inherently valuable
in APMs. The main focus of APMs is population health,
so in turn should be the focus of corresponding AI
radiology tools. These tools will certainly take more time
to develop and include algorithms that can predict future
disease based on current imaging so that early interven-
tion may be deployed to improve the health of the patient
while decreasing the total cost of care.

The shift toward population health creates a business
case for AI tools that does not exist outside of two-sided
risk arrangements in our current reimbursement struc-
ture. Data science tools and value-based payment reform
are complementary, even symbiotic, in this environ-
ment. In the short term, AI has potential to optimize
performance in the QPP by making it easier to capture
and report quality measures and by improving cost,
which will benefit AI users through bonus payments in
MIPS and APMs. In the long term, those bonus pay-
ments will disappear as more and more practices adopt
AI tools and the performance gap decreases. Quality
measures that are automated by AI will likely become
topped out, with variation in performance too small for
meaningful distinctions and improvement in perfor-
mance to be made. CMS has already removed highly
topped-out measures from MIPS and will continue to
cap scoring on these measures and remove them from
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the program. Incentives of MIPS are important but
temporary.

AI tools that achieve the primary goals of increasing
quality at the same cost, reducing cost at the same quality,
or increasing quality while reducing cost will be inher-
ently valuable when payment incentives no longer exist.
Investment in AI will then become the price of doing
business, particularly in capitated systems where cost
savings for a population are paramount. Should AI
adoption evolve this way, the structure of value-based
payment models will serve as a framework for reim-
bursement of AI tools that does not exist in the fee-for-
service system.
J
G

TAKE-HOME POINTS
- In our current fee-for-service environment, it is
unlikely that AI tools would be reimbursed in the
same way as traditional radiology services.

- AI tools should be the bedrock of data-driven
quality improvement because they enable more
precise and larger amounts of data to be incorpo-
rated into benchmarks, ensuring higher reliability of
measures without the reporting burden of human
labor inputs.

- As the capabilities of AI evolve, new quality mea-
sures should be built around these tools.

- AI tools have inherent primary value in reducing
health care costs and secondary benefits of opti-
mizing incentive payments in MIPS.
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- The shift toward population health creates a busi-
ness case for AI tools that does not exist outside of
two-sided risk arrangements in our current reim-
bursement structure.
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